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Weeping Anna 
Dr. Andrew Harvey 

 

Sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt 
(“There are tears for things, and our mortal woes touch their hearts”) 

--Virgil, Aeneid I: 462 
 

he wept; undeniably, there were tears. And those 
tears of hers are stumbling blocks for us moderns, 

post-moderns, post-Protestants, or whatever we are. 
Stumbling blocks because her tears are medieval—
Byzantine one might say. The woman weeping is named 
Anna; though she resides in Philadelphia, earthly speak-
ing she is no longer alive. And though her child became 
famous, no book lingers on her story for very long. She 
is more of a footnote actually because it is only natural 
that the Virgin Mary, Mother-of-God, had to have a 
mother herself. That is who Anna is, and it is her icon 
that weeps.  

Traditionally in holy icons she is standing with her hus-
band, Joakim, or together they are presenting their child 
Mary in the Temple. In this icon, however, St. Anna is 
holding her young child Mary on her lap not unlike 
Mary herself, who in many icons is seen holding the 
Christ child in her maternal lap. This particular icon 
was written (icons are written, not painted) sometime in 
the early 1990’s by nuns attached to the oldest Christian 
monastery in the world—St. Catherine’s in the Sinai 
peninsula. They wrote this icon in the traditional Byzan-
tine style in accordance with all the canons of tradi-
tional iconography.  These rules dictate materials, 
method, and manner: carefully sanded and varnished 
wood, hand-painted with all-natural pigments and tradi-
tional hues in its unmistakable stylized perspective.  An 
Orthodox priest from Philadelphia commissioned it so 
he could prominently display it in his church.  He 
wanted an icon of St. Anna because icons of her are 
hard to find and he had a special devotion to her. The 
arm he had broken as a boy was spared from amputa-
tion when a family friend asked St. Anna to intercede 
for him. Thus, he always attributed his right arm to the 
prayers of Anna.  Naturally, the nuns were delighted to 
write such an icon, and before sending it to him they 
had it blessed on the altar of the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre in Jerusalem. 

I mention these facts only to lead up to the one scan-
dalous fact—what I met when I encountered this icon. 
Streaming from her right eye, unmistakably, was a trail 
of tears that ran down her torso and over her young 
child the future God-bearer, Mary. Except her tears were 
not salt tears: they were of sweet-smelling myrrh and 
scent filled the whole church. I learned afterwards that 
the icon started weeping on Mother’s Day seven years 
ago, that it wept continually for a number of years, and 
has wept on and off since then. At the evening prayer 
service I attended, the myrrh-stream began to flow again 
as the Bishop began to pray. Her tears are a scandalon, a 
stumbling block, because they are miraculous. There is 
no rational explanation for a wooden icon to gush forth 
myrrh. Miracles, sacraments, grace, faith: Christianity, 
famously and for all times, depends upon and encour-
ages that which transcends reason.  

Only in the past fifteen years, however, have I been part 
of a Christian tradition that could handle a miracle such 
as a weeping icon. As an Episcopalian with a high-
church bent, I probably would have considered an oily 
icon an unseemly, if legitimate, curiosity. I like to think 
that my sacramental imagination, even at that nascent 
point, would have been capable of not rejecting it out of 
hand. But not so my self as a newly baptized Campus 
Crusader. At Faith Bible Church—where the Bible was 
our middle name—this viscous idol would have been 
offensive, perhaps even smashed or burned. These two 
extremes, though, represent the liturgical poles of my 
Protestant experience. In between, when I think of my-
self immersed in Calvin’s Institutes and worshipping in 
Reformed churches I cannot imagine the possibility of a 
weeping icon. It would have seemed more a greasy 
graven image that might lead us astray from our cove-
nantal obligations and blessings. Perhaps in a charitable 
fancy I might have admitted the possibility of God’s 
hand in it, but I would have been more likely to suspect 
the demonic. Perhaps there are other traditions that 
cultivate a notion of the Holy Spirit that could act in 
such a way, and certainly in the Catholic tradition there 
are analogous miracles. By and large, though, weeping 
icons only appear in Orthodox churches.  Though as a 
Protestant I did not know how an icon—all the more a 
weeping one—could ever fit into my faith, at no point in 
my spiritual journey would I have denied the Incarna-
tion, that miracle of miracles, which, according to the 
Orthodox, makes all icons possible. 
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It is true the Orthodox have always venerated icons and 
even to a certain degree make the icon the defining fea-
ture of their tradition, but an icon that streams myrrh 
from its eyes is something else altogether.  To the Ortho-
dox such a miracle is not normal, expected, nor even 
prayed for, but it is not an unheard-of phenomenon. I 
certainly had never seen such an icon before, nor do I 
ever expect to see another in my lifetime. So there I was 
at Vespers with an icon that began to weep myrrh. The 
scent was overpowering, as if roses were everywhere. The 
bishop led us in the prayers of exorcism, then anointed 
all of us with the myrrh. And the myrrh was her tears. It 
was what it was: a gesture of grace from the living (St. 
Anna) for the living (us). Moreover, it was a confirma-
tion: that the communion of saints is real, that our God 
is not the God of the dead but of the living, that icons 
may be windows into heaven, that heaven is looking 
down on us with compassion, that we are loved and not 
alone, that the Church can bring healing of soul and 
body, that God’s grace knows no bounds. I will be for-
ever grateful for the chance to rejoice in such a  
blessing. ♦ 

 

 

Andrew Harvey is Associate Professor of English at Grove City 
College, with a M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He teaches the authors who have 
been dead the longest as well as some creative writing, is 
starting an Orthodox Christian Fellowship on campus, and is 
striving to secure his status as the world’s authority on  
chiasmus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oh, The Couches 
I’ve Slept On 

Bill Robinson  
 

here was an old law of chivalry, back when castles 
were par for the course, that any man who 

knocked on your door was welcome to food and lodg-
ing.  Unfortunately, now that castles have gone out of 
style, the practice of hospitality has suffered with it.  But 
there is a movement to reinstitute the practice, in the 
form of Couchsurfing.  On www.couchsurfing.org you 
can find a network of people from every part of the 
globe who offer a place to stay, completely for free.  
Some of them may even cook you a meal or two, give 
you a tour, and swap stories of their own travels, all out 
of the goodness of their hearts and the pleasure of meet-
ing a fellow world traveler. 

I recently spent two months wandering around West-
ern Europe, and in that time received hospitality from 
complete strangers in Edinburgh, Paris, Salzburg, Rome, 
and Amsterdam.  A friend and I enjoyed homemade 
crêpes and quiche lorraine in the home of a Parisian.  
We went hiking in the Alps with an Austrian.  My gen-
erous Roman host treated me to dinner at an Italian 
restaurant two nights in a row.  And most of all, we en-
joyed the company and conversation of people who 
lived in the places we passed through.  Sure, you can 
learn a lot from the lady in the tourist bureau, but to 
really experience a place you have to interact with the 
locals. 

By this point, if your mind has caught up to the idea of 
someone letting a homeless vagabond like myself into 
his home voluntarily, you are either scoffing at anyone 
ever trusting a stranger like that, or else trying to find a 
cheap intercontinental flight for Easter break (try sky-
scanner.net).  I know I hesitated to try such an outland-
ish system.  But when you have conversed with a Dutch 
Jew about how he was affected by the Nazis, when you 
have discussed the concept of organized religion with a 
South African in Edinburgh, when you have sat on top 
of a mountain watching the sunset with an Austrian, 
you realize what a difference there is between being a 
tourist and being a traveler. 
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It goes without saying that this doesn’t work if everyone 
wants to be a guest and no one a host—it’s understood, 
though not required, that you offer what hospitality you 
can if you use the website (though this isn’t much of an 
issue if you live in Grove City, PA).  Also, you have to use 
a little common sense.  You never know for sure what 
your experience will be like until you’ve exchanged good-
bye hugs, and certainly there are some strange people out 
there—I couldn’t recommend every host I stayed with to a 
girl traveling alone.  Obviously this all requires a level of 
caution; but so does getting onto a bus.  It’s part and par-
cel of traveling. 

One final thing I would like to point out.  We as Chris-
tians have a special responsibility in this area.  I’m think-
ing, of course, of the passage where Jesus says, “For I was 
hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty 
and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger 
and you invited me in...” (Matt. 25:35).  Those who do 
these things receive eternal life; those who don’t do these 
things are sent away to eternal punishment.  I’m not 
overstating my case when I say that this is important. 

Believe it or not, the majority of my hosts were not 
Christians.  Even before using the website, I was twice 
offered food and a place to stay by complete strangers, 
and neither of them were believers.  Actually, one was a 
homosexual Englishman, and one was a foul-mouthed 
member of an Austrian motorcycle gang—not exactly 
models of the Christian lifestyle.  But they sure set a 
Christ-like example that you or I would be well advised to 
follow. ♦ 

 

 

Bill Robinson is a junior Math major at Grove City 
College.  He developed his love of traveling while studying 
abroad in Prague in Spring 2007. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sick of Perfection 
Anonymous 

 

roaning and doubled up in pain, I rolled over in 
bed to check the clock:  4 a.m.  Half-asleep, I 

stumbled to the hall bathroom for the fourth time that 
night and waited until my body purged itself.  I couldn’t 
complain that the high dosage of diuretics was not work-
ing.  Perhaps losing a night’s sleep was worth it.  Using 
the diuretics at night preserved my secrecy.  The last 
thing I wanted was one of those “interventions”—that 
would only stop my progress, the progress which, inci-
dentally, I blew earlier that day by eating an entire one-
pound box of chocolates within an hour, hence the need 
for the diuretics.  I could not let a couple thousand calo-
ries do me in so easily. 

Unable to sleep because of the pain, I began to wonder 
how I had sunk to the level of entire boxes of chocolate 
and diuretics.  In my first year of college I succumbed to 
the freshman five, but during spring semester I lost a few 
pounds and, excited with that progress, kept it up over 
the summer.  I ate well, exercised regularly, and took care 
of myself.  I generally felt good about my body and bal-
anced my desire to lose weight with the knowledge that I 
was more than my jean size. 

At the start of sophomore year, I decided to cut calories 
dramatically in order to more quickly reach my goal.  
The excitement I had felt during the summer about los-
ing weight soon turned into expectation, and my ideas 
about what constituted a beautiful person became cen-
tered on appearance and soon slipped under the control 
of my perfectionism.  I often demand more of myself 
than I ought to, and in my worst moments I believe not 
only that I can attain the unattainable, but that if I fall 
short I am a failure in every way.  Before sophomore 
year, my tendency to see failure and success in black and 
white was mostly limited to school work, but the dangers 
of perfectionism took on a physical dimension as I de-
manded more and more of my body.     

My eating habits became more secretive and more dan-
gerous as I cut calories and rapidly lost weight.  Many 
days I ate as little as six hundred calories and exercised to 
burn most of that off.  I starved myself for days and then 
binged for one or two, but I learned how to disguise 
what I ate (or did not eat) so that none of my friends 
would see the pattern—if nothing else, I wanted to main-
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tain the veneer of perfection.  But the more control I 
tried to exert, the less I had.  During one binge, I got 
halfway through a large box of cookies before I stopped 
and forced myself to throw them away.  Fifteen minutes 
later I lost all will-power and dug through the dirty 
Kleenexes and chewed pieces of gum to rescue the cook-
ies. 

My body revolted against the extreme measures I took 
to lose weight, but I laid the blame for the binging and 
stalled weight loss on my lack of self-control.  I slipped 
into depression and punished myself for each binge, 
episodes that I defined as failures.  Some nights I went 
to the gym twice, spending hours on the stationary bikes 
to burn the “extra” calories.  If I was not perfect, I could 
not be beautiful.  Only my own lack of perseverance and 
will power stood in my way. 

While the cycles of starvation and binging grew more 
extreme, exhaustion quickly became the defining feature 
of my life.  Even though I averaged eight hours of sleep 
a night, I resorted to naps to alleviate what I thought 
was tiredness from the stress of school work.  Actually, I 
was eating so little that my body could not stay awake.  
Even though I struggled to pay attention in classes and 
do my work, I refused to let my grades slip; somehow I 
managed to write my papers and pass my tests.  As far as 
appearances were concerned, I had the makings of a 
fairly successful school career. 

I felt fear more than any other emotion.  I was afraid to 
go out with friends because they might choose a restau-
rant where I would not know the exact caloric value of 
each food.  I was afraid to eat more than 600 or 700 
calories a day since that might make me gain weight and 
undo weeks of work.  I was afraid that I might inadver-
tently lower my metabolism and counteract the effects 
of my diet restrictions.  And I was afraid to go home for 
Thanksgiving break.  As much as I missed my family, I 
knew that, among other things, home meant good food, 
and a holiday meant even better food and more diffi-
culty in hiding my eating habits.  Home also meant no 
easy access to a gym to sweat out my guilt.   

During finals week that year I was researching calorie 
restriction when I came across a website listing the signs 
of eating disorders.  As I scanned the list, I realized that 
my lifestyle of the previous few months fit quite nicely 
into the category of bulimia.  I first reacted with denial 
and then turned to convenient dismissal.  Just suppos-
ing that by some stretch of the term I actually was in the 
progressive stages of bulimia, I would deal with it later; 

if it took an eating disorder to reach my goal, then so be 
it. 

In the course of the semester, however, the notion of a 
goal had become increasingly ambiguous in my mind.  
At first I aimed for a reasonable weight, but that num-
ber progressively decreased so that despite continued 
weight loss, I was always ten pounds away from my 
“goal.”  I believed that I was as fat as ever and would 
always be so regardless of how much weight I lost.  I 
could no longer see my true self; I could not even see 
what I truly looked like.  Even if beauty could be said to 
be in the eye of the beholder, I no longer had the sight 
to behold. 

After a few days of flimsy reasoning to convince myself 
that I was not bulimic, I had to come to terms with the 
fact that I was one of “those girls” with an eating disor-
der.  I even saw this classification as yet another failure, 
and the depressing nature of the thought compelled me 
to new depths of starving/binging.  My obsessive desire 
for faultlessness provided me with a false energy drive 
that propelled me through finals week (still starving and 
exercising), and when I came home for break, I experi-
enced the kind of crash and burn that only perfection-
ism can leave in its wake.   

Looking back, I realize that to my friends and family I 
seemed like a happy college student doing everything 
college students do.  But in the privacy of my own 
thoughts, I was insecure, plagued with baseless guilt, 
clinically depressed, and hungry.  Ironically, while I 
separated my inner and outer self in practice, I equated 
the two in my thinking—I equated my appearance and 
my decisions regarding food and exercise with moral 
right and wrong.  To eat too much was a sin, and to 
have even a little fat was damning. 

My recovery from bulimia has involved a complete re-
orientation of my ideas of the beautiful.  I internalized 
the siren’s whispering promise of supermodel beauty 
and endless youth, and in so doing I externalized my 
conception of beauty and completely ignored my soul.  

The scars of an eating disorder are permanent.  On an 
emotional level, I will always have to curb my perfection-
ism in all its ugly forms, but on the physical level I did 
irreversible damage to my body with the diuretics and 
fasting.  Unlike I had once thought, the nights on the 
toilet were hardly worth it.  Nothing was worth it.  In 
starving my body I unwittingly starved my soul.  I have 
only begun to heal. ♦ 
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Victoire 
Josh Mayo 

 

July was the king of all months. It was like that drip from the 
showerhead long after it’s been shut off. What a wakeup. 
What an old familiar fire. Remember when it was Kennedy? 
Remember? We’d be out on that cream colored deck, the leaves 
just foom! You know? It’s funny how I don’t remember a thing 
on Sundays ‘cept for that cream colored porch and Henry 
Hatch. He’s long gone now but his kids are around. Hatch old 
boy he was a riot! Always mowing the lawn—nude colored 
shorts and some old tee with dried paint on the front. What a 
kind old man! Sweet old man. His wife left him for some sailor 
coming through town during unit transfer. Word was that she 
got similar treatment while he was in Hong Kong. But he 
never let it shake him you know? I mean really what a guy—I 
tell you Connie. But that was Kennedy and this is now. 

 

t was July again and the gas station was unusually 
empty. Everyone of the inland town had gone down 

the turnpike towards the shore for the day. Up, out, and 
back in after dinner on the strip—that’s how it was. 
SUVs lined up like candy. Mother’s outfits from Cold-
water and Bean. Free as anything. But in the fuel busi-
ness you didn’t have any sick days; any mental wellness 
leave. So Walter rarely ever saw the beach. 

Walter and his wife Connie sat in lawn chairs, watched 
the road, and waited for their beloved knights to return 
with spoils of swimming noodles. Connie read the pa-
per. There was a little development called Beatrice Es-
tates across the street that gave them a lot of business 
(thank God they had gotten some early risers that morn-
ing). One could see right past the beds of transplanted 
beach rose and through the entrance gates into the most 
pastoral little wonder around. The road went way back 
into a rising hill that was sprinkled with beech and elm. 
The whole scene was all just begging for some wide 
brushstrokes but no one on the whole street knew how 
to paint. It was all Jazz CDs from department stores. 
Something to coat the “after-dinner conversation” of 
401Ks and the DOW. Did anyone have the blues any-
more? Walt did. That’s why he took an art class at the 
Lion’s Club. 

—Connie, you got the sunflower seeds? 

—Yeah. 

—Thanks. Dry day, huh? Like I was saying, this used to 
be the king of months. Terrible business today. How 
much you suppose we’ll get with the rush back home? 
My guess is eleven…maybe twelve families. 

—Don’t get too excited now…they might have filled up 
in Gloucester. 

—Yeah. Yeah. But they’re lazy. 

A parade of pink cirrus had parked itself behind the 
development and the lampposts clicked on in sequence 
up the St. Victoire slope. A nearby hawk took off the top 
of one of the elms and hung—like in a colloid, like some 
bit of debris in a massive glass of lemonade. Beatrice was 
a seducer, and her siren call had won the heart of Wal-
ter. He wanted the lurid foliage again. The holy, humid 
Sundays. Where had they gone? 

His father had loved this town. Fifteen years on the 
school board. Four on Council. He came to field day 
and did ground work at the fair. He substitute taught 
elementary kids and raised money with his wife for town 
facilities. A regular George Bailey. A Mister Smith. The 
guy could not be a better bit of goodwill. Not everyone 
was charmed though – when he ran for mayor, oppo-
nent candidates took it upon themselves to upset the 
force of his idyllic persona. 

Walter smelled the smoke before his father did. They 
saw the glow and heard the trucks before they rounded 
the street. It wasn’t until next week, picture day at 
school, that he shed his first tear. He had paid the price 
of war. This detachment from familiarity and comfort 
did not fade, but rather caked on his consciousness with 
fear. He noticed things with a victimized sensibility. As a 
child, Walter thought it strange how the trees by their 
downgrade apartment cast the shadow of a twisted paw 
in the street. To him, the sign represented some kind of 
sinister providence. It was the thing that bothered Wal-
ter most—the idea that somewhere, somehow, it was or-
dained. The injustice of it was a stifling heat. He deter-
mined that he, unlike the traffic of his life, would be 
immutable. There was debt to be collected. 

—I’m going to take a walk. 

—Leave the seeds. 

He walked through the copses of nozzles and crossed 
the empty street to the flowers clapping in the summer 
wind. The threshold was magnificent – a perfect pas-
sage. It was like that feeling you get when you wind 
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through a tight path of thicket and stony ground just to 
finally stumble onto the ocean shore. Release. Snapped 
fishing wire. Empty-robin-eggshells. The hill lay before 
him now and he began to ascend with his hands in his 
thin pockets. Why was it that he adored affluence? Was 
it the possession? Not likely. Could it have been a social 
title? Hardly. Was it the romance of it all? Was it Jazz? 
Whatever it was, he walked to an ambling scale – Walter 
could hear no notes of resolution. Beatrice was waiting. 

Walt would occasionally stop to look at one of the 
monsters. The red brick necks rose from a vinyl belly 
with arms of vine and morning glory claws. This one 
had a nest of pear or cherry blossom. That one had a 
Benz in the womb. But they were all good to him. He 
reached the summit of Beatrice to find nothing but a 
field of small stones left over from the construction. 
This was it. The end of the world. Turning quickly on 
his path like a match he faced Beatrice – the empty halls 
of gold and down altars. He spoke fire upon it. He 
spoke to the paw. 

—Level with me! 

The own echo of Walter’s voice across the valley 
brought him to his knees, for he felt the fractured rever-
ence. The perched birds fled like startled cherubim and 
the pink cirrus dried to coal. More fire. 

—You have taken everything! What more? What more? 

Oh I can smell that fire still! I can see Henry on the 
lawn with the blankets in his hands! I can see the ash in 
the leaves! You disgust me! When I wake, I see this and 
feel these phantom pangs…a gas station clerk? You have 
to be kidding me! See me for once! If I am too small for 
you then put…me…out. When he fell his arms spread 
forward and scraped the ground. He lay quietly for quite 
some time. The tears began to run downhill like car 
suds. He was being washed. 

Connie came out of the booth to meet him with money 
in her hands. Milk and honey! The night had been 
sweet while he was gone.  

—Fifteen, Walter. 

He held two stones from the gut of Beatrice in his 
hands. It was enough. It was all enough now. To be put 
out was, in fact, the best feeling in the world. The mon-
sters were concealed by the falling night and Walter was 
sure the birds had already returned and forgotten such a 
very brief disturbance. ♦  

Josh Mayo is a sophomore English and Communication major 
at Grove City College. He particularly enjoys writing short 
fiction and has an interest in minimal and colloquial writing 
styles.     

 

 

 

 

Evensong 
Dr. Eric Potter 

 

The sails of evening wink discreet farewells 

and disappear beneath the peaceful sea. 

The beach displays the haul of claws and shells 

and horseshoe crabs it daily offers free 

 

to sun-shy walkers, whose Morse-code toe prints 

are read by waves.  Salt-tanged and damp, 

the onshore breeze ignores the sand and sprints 

past empty lifeguard stands, then up the ramp 

 

of dunes, across beach grass and through the pines, 

whose gill-like branches filter every sound, 

to find the salt box house where ivy twines 

the porch and blue hydrangeas drag the ground. 

 

It stirs the upstairs curtains to a froth, 

fusses with flower vase and hanging ferns, 

and smoothes the ample bed’s embroidered cloth. 

She lights a yellow candle, smiles and turns. 

 

 

Eric Potter is Professor of English at Grove City College where 
he teaches courses in American literature, modern poetry, and 
creative writing.  His poems have appeared in such journals as 
First Things, The Windhover, and The Christian  
Century. 
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The Great Brussels Sprout 
Dr. Joshua Drake 

 

utricians have a special relationship with the 
Brussels sprout.  This is not to say that Nutricians 

like to eat them.  In fact, the lack of resistance to the 
recent ban on Brussels sprout consumption suggests that 
almost no one eats them.  At any rate, these noble cab-
bages are far too precious to Nutrician culture to be 
eaten. Thanks to the recent ban, they will be preserved 
in gardens forever as a reminder of Nutricia’s glorious 
past.   

When the earliest Nutricians landed on the large is-
land, food and resources were scarce. Famine was a regu-
lar killer; a single season of bad weather would place the 
Nutricians on the verge of extension.  In those days, 
Nutricians were ostensibly governed by the powerful 
empire of which they were colonials. The distant em-
peror, however, offered little help and asked for a great 
deal of support. There was little mitigation from the 
emperor during famine years and Nutricians were left to 
subsist as best they could.  The perilous situation 
seemed untenable until a major agricultural discovery 
saved the fledgling colony.   

It seems the island of Nutricia had the perfect climate 
for growing Brussels sprouts.  Later exploration would 
reveal more fertile parts of the large island, on which 
other (more appetizing) foods would grow, but in the 
earliest inhabited parts of the island, Brussels sprouts 
proved to be the only consistently successful food 
source.  Nutrician colonials quickly planted field after 
field full of the tiny cabbages.  Though now it seems 
unthinkable, Brussels sprouts were put to hundreds of 
culinary employments.  Boiled down to a condensed 
paste, they made a tasty condiment for bread.  They pro-
vided a thick base for any soup.  They could be eaten 
raw or only slightly cooked, and it was in this form that 
they remained popular in the early years of the country.   

After Nutricia parted ways with the empire, the young 
country established a republican government.  The main 
seat of power in this government was the senate. This 
austere group wisely began to pass laws to protect the 
interests of their constituents.  One of the first laws 
passed (after—of course—the levying of taxes), was one 
designed to protect the common farmer. The senate 
developed a pool of funds on which farmers could rely 

in a year of unsuccessful crops.  Before this thoughtful 
legislation, a farmer who planted unsuccessful crops 
would simply fold and be forced to sell his farm.  The 
senators provided pecuniary relief for these farmers, so 
that the country could always count on a thriving agri-
cultural industry.  What would a country be without its 
agricultural backbone?  Now farmers who have the mis-
fortune to plant unsuccessful crops receive a living from 
public funds.  

No one ever doubted the necessity of the senators’ pro-
vision, but initially it had some problematic conse-
quences.  In a strange coincidence, many farmers who 
had hitherto been successful in their trade began to fail 
miserably.  This was, no doubt, the result of weather 
conditions outside their control, but it was indeed un-
fortunate that, no matter how hard they tried, many 
farmers could not succeed with their crops and had to 
rely on the provisions made by the senators.  As farmers 
faced continual losses, taxes had to be increased in order 
to provide for these unfortunate labourers.  It was just as 
well that the senators made such provisions, for so many 
farmers would have faced bankruptcy were it not for the 
comfortable living provided for them during the lean 
years.  Indeed, the senators’ plan seemed to work be-
cause more and more Nutricians took up farming as an 
occupation, in spite of the apparent likelihood of fail-
ure.  The cost of food began to climb because so many 
farmers, for whatever reason, began to fail in their 
choice of crops.  With rising food costs, rising taxes, and 
rising numbers of practicing farmers (few of whom pro-
duced a successful crop), the young country faced a seri-
ous crisis.  The senators met in the twentieth year of the 
country to address the possible dangers that lay ahead. 

The senate perfectly represented the will of the majority 
of Nutricians.  Nutricians have always been thankful for 
living in such a free society, and the clear measure of 
this freedom is the duly elected senate.  The senators 
have always taken the Nutricians’ interest to heart, and 
that was certainly the case when they came together to 
address the agricultural crisis of the day.   

One older senator began by suggesting a connection 
between the senators’ provisions for farmers and the 
current crisis.  He argued that many farmers were inten-
tionally choosing untenable crops so that they could 
enjoy the government provision without the difficulty of 
harvesting.  As soon as the old senator finished, a roar 
of boos flooded the senate room.  It is hard to believe 
that the statesman could have such a low opinion of the 
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honest farmers of Nutricia.  Surely these were the men 
upon whom all depended for their daily bread.  To sug-
gest that farmers, of all people, could be guilty of such 
out and out laziness was really beyond belief.   

A handsome young senator then rose and collected the 
crowd.  ‘Certainly we have no reason to suspect that the 
farmers of Nutricia would wilfully abuse the provisions 
we have made for them,’ he said, ‘but there is a possibil-
ity that they could use our help in deciding which crops 
to plant.’   

The young senator proposed that the senate impose 
planting codes on the farmers which would, he said, 
help them to make better decisions about which plants 
to choose each year.  The older senator, who had already 
embarrassed himself once, did so again by implying that 
this would not be helpful for the farmers but intrusive 
on their free use of property.  Of course this was inad-
missible.  It was clear to all that too much depended on 
the success or failure of the 
country’s farmers to leave 
the choice of crops up to 
the farm owners.  The poli-
ticians would be far better 
equipped to make this 
choice for the farmers.  Agriculture was an issue of na-
tional interest, and the senators needed to involve them-
selves in the day to day planning and planting of the 
farms.  Of course the farmers would never intentionally 
fail at their crops, but with the interdiction of senatorial 
wisdom they would be made to succeed.  This would, no 
doubt, be the very thing they themselves wished for.  
Again, the senators were always looking out for the 
wishes of their citizens. 

The senators imposed a crop rotation that extended to 
all the fields owned by Nutrician farmers.  The brightest 
minds in agriculture were conscripted to design the 
plan, and within a year, it was in effect.  The results 
were spectacular.  Practically no farm failed to produce a 
crop, and there was a perfect balance of produce avail-
able at market.  There were somewhat fewer farmers to 
do the work, and they were less efficient because they 
were often working with crops unfamiliar to them, but 
the outcome of the rotation system seemed to be relative 
agricultural and economic stability for Nutricia.       

The rotation system also afforded more variety in the 
Nutrician diet. More and more crops were planted in 
fields fertilized by the ploughed-in remainder of last 

year’s crop.  Soon radishes, carrots, and lettuces were in 
every home.  The Brussels sprout, which had been the 
staple of the Nutrician’s diet, was becoming less and less 
necessary.  More and more Nutricians were opting for 
the larger cabbages and spinach instead of the strong, 
tough Brussels sprout.  For whatever reason, the tiny 
cabbage, which had been the very life blood of Nutricia, 
was wasting away on the produce shelf. 

The senators, observing the decline in Brussels sprout 
consumption, tried to improve things with advertising 
campaigns encouraging citizens to ‘remember the Brus-
sels sprout’.  This produced an increased interest in the 
sprouts—but only in an ornamental capacity.  The bushy 
little plant with its firm nodules stood, in the eyes of the 
Nutritians, as a metaphor for their own country.  Each 
citizen was a nodule on the trunk of the country.  Many 
citizens proudly displayed their ornamental sprouts in 
the midst of circular mulch-beds in the centre of their 
yards.  But in the end, the drive to increase interest in 

Brussels sprouts for con-
sumption was of little use.  
Only a small minority of 
citizens actually seemed to 
like the taste of these 
plants.  They were failing as 

a national crop.  The senators were left with only one 
choice.  They had to cut back on Brussels sprout produc-
tion, allotting less and less farmland for the vegetable.   

Needless to say, farmers were delighted.  Farmers were 
always worried that the next year’s rotation would land 
them with the Brussels sprout crop—one much less lu-
crative than others.  It should be mentioned that, this 
fear aside, farmers were very grateful for the senators’ 
help in telling them what exactly to plant on their own 
land.  Without this intervention, they might have failed 
in their crops again and again.  The farmers were pro-
ducing a bounty even if they could never be quite sure 
of which plant would fall to their responsibility next, 
and even if they were less efficient for having to rotate 
crops so regularly. 

Eventually, as demand for Brussels sprouts declined, 
the senators dropped them from the list of crops en-
tirely.  The small minority of citizens who actually en-
joyed Brussels sprouts were somewhat disappointed, but 
they found ways to supply their table with the firm little 
cabbage in spite of the sprout’s decline.  The sprout-
lovers planted gardens.  Here they could cultivate as 
many Brussels sprouts as they liked without wasting 

The bushy little plant with its firm nodules 
stood, in the eyes of the Nutritians, as a 

metaphor for their own country.   
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valuable farmland (which was private property, but its 
wise use was and is a public issue).  Some families with 
larger acreage planted a surplus of Brussels sprouts, 
which they sold from road-side stands in front of their 
own houses.  This, however, posed a legislative problem.   

If these entrepreneurs who were planting and selling 
Brussels sprouts were profiting from the sale of agricul-
ture, then they were, for all intents and purposes, farm-
ers.  If they were farmers, they were entitled to a provi-
sion from the senate should their crops fail to sell.  And 
since the senate had already discovered that Brussels 
sprouts would not sell at market, the senate was sure to 
find at its doorstep hundreds of road-side farmers in 
need of support as soon as their Brussels sprout crops 
(inevitably) failed.  The senate reconvened and decided 
on the obvious plan of action—outlaw the sale of Brus-
sels sprouts for the purposes of consumption.  There 
was no need to put such a restriction on other produce.  
Brussels sprouts alone posed the major problem.  Nor 
was there a need to restrict the ornamental use of Brus-
sels sprouts, because separate breeds were already being 
developed for this purpose alone.   

One by one the road-side farmers returned to their day 
jobs and planted only enough Brussels sprouts for their 
families.  The small minority who enjoyed Brussels 
sprouts, cut off from their regular supplies to the noble 
cabbage, dwindled until very few people ate Brussels 
sprouts at all.  Eventually even the thought of eating 
them seemed strange, especially as more and more fami-
lies used them as ornamental shrubs around their 
houses.  This state of affairs continued for many years. 

Meanwhile, an underground industry developed for 
the sale of edible Brussels sprouts.  It seemed that a very 
few citizens really loved the taste of these noble but re-
volting cabbages.  They were willing to risk fines to pur-
chase Brussels sprouts from land owners who still grew a 
surplus.  The underground sprout sale was so well cov-
ered, however, that practically no one knew of its exis-
tence.    

In the forty-fifth year of the country, however, a great 
sting operation was exacted against the underground 
Brussels sprout sales, confirming the size of it.  Though 
very few citizens ate Brussels sprouts, the ones who did 
would pay expensive prices to ‘sprout sharks’, as they 
were called.  Sprout sharks could supply the plant to 
those without gardens to cultivate.  When the under-
ground sprout trade was uncovered, citizens were not so 

much horrified as revolted.  It was hard to believe that 
anyone, in the forty-fifth year of the country, would still 
eat the noble (but disgusting) little cabbage.  Had not 
our senators provided a crop rotation program which 
ensured a variety of vegetables and guaranteed their cul-
tivation?  Was there any need to return to the Brussels 
sprout as a form of nutriment?  Most citizens kept Brus-
sels sprouts, it is true, but only the ornamental variety 
and never to eat.  The Nutricians grew their ornamental 
Brussels sprouts and displayed them like flags in front of 
their houses.  They were a wonderful reminder of the 
early days of the country—but they were by no means 
pleasant to eat.  Moreover, it would almost seem a dese-
cration to eat the Brussels sprout.  Surely the Nutricians 
had a special relationship with the plant that would pro-
tect it from mere consumption as food. 

Meanwhile, as the citizens scratched their heads in 
wonder that anyone would eat Brussels sprouts, the 
Senators were making plans on how to stop the under-
ground sprout trade.  It was apparent that, in spite of 
the senators’ constant attention to the interests of their 
constituents, there were some among that group who 
were lawless rebels.  This practice of smuggling sprouts 
from territory to territory, hidden in cigar boxes and old 
steamer trunks, was dangerous.  Sprout sharks profited 
on the strange desires of the sprout-eating minority.  
The only way to stop the practice with certainty would 
be to outlaw the eating of Brussels sprouts altogether, 
and enforce strict penalties for violation.  While a seem-
ingly harsh law, touching on the very freedom to eat 
what one wishes, the Nutrician citizens by no means 
protested it.  Most looked upon the sprout trade with 
revulsion and were glad to see the end of sprout-eating.  
Nutricians had no business eating Brussels sprouts any-
how, with the great variety of foods available, not to 
mention the protected place that Brussels sprouts had in 
the country’s history.  The general will of the people was 
expressed in the senatorial ban on sprout eating.  And 
the approbation from the majority of citizens confirmed 
for the senators the truth that they always knew—
Nutricia is a land of freedom because its Senators repre-
sent the will of the majority.  What else is freedom if it 
be not this? ♦ 

 

Joshua Farris Drake is Assistant Professor of Music and 
Humanities at Grove City College.  His M.Mus. and Ph.d. 
degrees are from the University of Glasgow.   He has research 
interests in late fifteenth-century Italian culture and music 
manuscripts. 
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A Pilsen Prayer 
Rachel Lloyd 

 

Though I purchased my ticket, trembling, without address or home, 

You unbolted the door to that cloroxed apartment and sat me down on my suitcases; 

 

and though I locked out the voice of the frantic street, 

You made a song and set my hands to the broken keys of a piano. 

   

Though I struggled to match my button-down with my trouser pants, 

You introduced me to the blushing Korean girl in jeans for company; 

 

and though the cash in my shallow account sat trapped, countless fees from my access, 

You cooked for me five days and five nights of goulash and rice that refused to mold. 

 

Though I relinquished my soul to excel, filtered instant coffee through my nervous intestines, 

and bickered across the file-coated cubicles 

 

You planted me by a silvered window, drew my eyes to the lake shimmer on the neighbor tower,  

and walked me all the way to the park to share a lunch of rice and goulash. 

 

Though I paced the apartment after hours, solemn in my solitude, 

You sat beside me and that limping pigeon on the back deck and listened to the blaring Mariachi. 

 

Though I cringed to explore the nearby streets teeming with leering Latinos, 

You brewed for me some lemon tea and sent me out to greet the acid world; 

 

and though every passing eye and phrase sealed me into sacred skepticism, 

You dragged me to an open mic to bare my throat before strangers. 

 

Though I refused his every call, fled from the tangles of friendship,  

and cautiously clung to the music we shared 

 

You grew for me a friend, clothed in plaid and riding on a bicycle, a love too gentle to be shaken,  

only reachable in the persistent turning of a song.  

 

 

Rachel Lloyd (Senior Editor) is a senior Sociology major at Grove City College. Despite its nourishing properties, goulash has been 
indefinitely eliminated from her diet.  
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Patriotism as Nonconformity: 

Identity, Parenthood, and  

Nationalism in American 
Education 
Justin R. Olson 

 

s it possible for American Christians to think of 
themselves, first and foremost, as Christians? Can 

they have their first obligation toward members of their 
own faith, or is the Christian “we” inherently un-
American? The tension between these competing identi-
ties is one of two overarching themes that drive the re-
search of Dr. Steven Jones, Professor of Sociology at 
Grove City College. Jones finds it troublesome that, 
when faced with the pressing needs of Christians 
around the globe, many American Christians are more 
concerned with the affairs of their own country than 
with the burdens of their brothers and sisters abroad. 
This seems to Jones a misplacement of priority, espe-
cially considering that many American Christians give 
out of largesse rather than unbounded compassion or 
even a sense of Christian duty. 

This concern ties directly to Jones’s second theme con-
cerning the proper role of the parent in raising his or 
her children. While most would argue that parents are 
sovereign in determining how to rear their children, 
some question the limits of this sovereignty. This ques-
tion takes one of its most practical applications in the 
realm of education, where one sometimes find parents 
and government at odds. 

These two arenas of competing identities and influ-
ences come together in Jones’s forthcoming book Reli-
gious Schooling in America: Patriotism and Non-Conformity in 
American Education (2008 Pager Press). The book high-
lights the current debate among educational theorists 
about the role of education and whether or not religious 
schooling is inherently un-American. Jones seeks to re-
vive the debate not solely among scholars, but also 
among critics of religious schooling and the parents who 
send their children to such schools. Jones’s work offers 
key insight into the nature of public education, the role 
of nationalism, and the way parents and Christians alike 
ought to respond both as Americans and as people of faith. 

To understand this debate properly, one must examine 
it within its historical context. During the 19th century, 
education was more than simply teaching the three 
“R’s”; it was a denominational endeavor. Ever since the 
colonial era, a child’s denomination determined the 
school that he or she would attend. Yet, as immigration 
increased and the industrial revolution brought together 
diverse populations, the pluralistic current swelled as 
never before. At this point in time, the decision to im-
plement national “common” education could have gone 
either way, but the balance was eventually tipped by a 
growing concern for the preservation of nationalism in 
the midst of an increasingly pluralistic society. People 
were afraid that Americans were losing their sense of 
what it meant to be American. The motto E Pluribus 
Unum resonated with the educational reformers of the 
day, and the policy of establishing a nation-wide public 
school system became the means of promoting Ameri-
can nationalism. 

The decision to make American public schools instru-
ments of nationalism had a lasting and controversial 
effect upon private and religious schooling, as tradi-
tional schoolhouses were transformed en masse into 
“temples of liberty.” Catholics were the first group to 
reject the new means of schooling in America. For their 
unwillingness to allow the government to educate a sub-
stantial number of their children, they earned the label 
of un-American. This label, however, is misleading since 
Catholics were opposed to the idea of nation-wide pub-
lic schools largely due to the fact that staunchly anti-
Catholic Protestants controlled the curriculum. Interest-
ingly enough, current Protestant Evangelicals have re-
ceived similar treatment at the hands of secular human-
ists because of their desire to leave the public school 
system and either home-school their children or estab-
lish their own private schools. 

Today, just as in the past, the debate centers upon the 
extent to which parents have the right to educate their 
child in a manner that they see fit. Jones’s emphasis on 
placing this debate in a historical context moves it be-
yond the sphere of complex educational philosophy that 
has characterized it for so long. He hopes that by doing 
so, both parents and critics will be able to address the 
merits of both sides in a more meaningful way. For ex-
ample, few would argue that parents do not have the 
right to control their child’s education. The issue is com-
plicated when one considers the implications of allow-
ing white supremacists to pull their children from public 
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school simply because they oppose integration. One 
hundred fifty years ago, Americans would think little of 
such an action. Yet today, most Americans would cringe 
at this because they consider the very presence of racism 
destructive to American values, even if it does not neces-
sarily lead to violence.  

But for all this debate over parental sovereignty, Jones 
reminds us that preserving an environment of liberty is 
crucial to any democratic society. Moreover, diversity 
and dissent are critical to its continued growth and de-
velopment. This gets at the very heart of the un-
American label that is placed on private-religious institu-
tions. How can individuals consider un-American those 
institutions that contribute to the well-being of democ-
racy by providing healthy dissent? For this reason, Jones 
supports vouchers. But, by providing parents with the 
ability to make their own decision about their child’s 
education, the ability of the government to promote 
nationalism is severely undermined. Others would argue 
that such a use of public funds infringes upon the rights 
of all Americans under the establishment clause, since 
families who use vouchers would in many cases employ 
tax dollars to fund their child’s education at a religious 
institution. Clearly, the debate about how properly to 
foster liberty and freedom in a democratic society re-
mains to be settled.  

For American Christians, dealing with these issues pre-
sents a more fundamental question— has nationalism 
proven destructive to the Christian “we”? Have the 
“temples of liberty” undermined the American Chris-
tian’s sense of obligation to his or her brother or sister 
overseas? To the extent that democracy hinges upon the 
loyalty of the citizenry to the state, perhaps critics of pri-
vate schools are justified in labeling such institutions un-
American. But this argument is predicated upon the 
assumption that Christians cannot hold a chief regard 
for fellow believers and American ideals at the same 
time. Perhaps the title of Jones’s book, patriotism and 
non-conformity, offers a solution. If we still consider 
non-conformity a staple of American patriotism, then 
religious schools may very well have a better understand-
ing of what it means to be American than some might 
think. ♦  

 

 
Justin Olson (Opinion Dept.) is a sophomore History and 
French major at Grove City College. His desire to showcase 

the work of Grove City professors and explore the history of 
education culminate in this piece, adapted from an interview 
with Dr. Steven Jones, Professor of Sociology at Grove City 
College. 

 

 

 

 

Visit to an Old Amish Couple 
Taylor Knight 

 

Another world has opened in the silence. 

Across the table we eat their pumpkin pie 

And wait impatiently for the violence 

Of prophecy—or just a lullaby. 

Our meeting here is fragile, like a deer 

That, chancing on a quiet stranger, 

Remains still—though its skin ripples with fear— 

So curious to know if this is danger. 

And now I sense the danger in the silence: 

Across the table we eat their pumpkin pie 

While waiting, waiting, waiting with reverence 

To listen to a chanted lullaby. 

 

 

Taylor Knight is a junior English major at Grove City.  Over 
fall break he took a trip with a few friends to see an Amish 
carpenter and his wife.  This visit was the inspiration of the 
poem. 
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Truth or Dare: 
Daring to Tell the Truth in 
Brock Clark’s An Arsonist’s 
Guide to Writers’ Homes in 

New England  
Katherine Conley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell all the truth but tell it slant . . . 

The Truth must dazzle gradually 

Or everyman be blind. 

—Emily Dickinson 

 

am Pulsifer burned the Emily Dickinson house to 
the ground by accident.  Honest.  His jail sentence 

appeased the law, but some overarching sense of univer-
sal justice will not be satisfied until he has lost every-
thing he tries to call his own.  As the story progresses, 
more New England writers’ houses burn, but, contrary 
to public consensus, Sam is not the culprit.  He tries to 
expunge the real guilt he feels for the Dickinson fire and 
the induced guilt he feels for the others by attempting to 
discover the identity of the true arsonist. Yet his at-
tempts at being Sherlock Holmes only implicate him 
further.  What follows is an engaging story that takes 
shape as Brock Clarke’s latest novel, An Arsonist’s Guide 
to Writers’ Homes in New England. 

Clarke’s writing style is justification alone for reading 
the novel.  He presents the almost painfully funny witti-
cisms of the protagonist with deceiving simplicity—the 
same manner in which fate repeatedly turns on Sam to 
reveal the inescapable pain of life.  Throughout the 
novel Clarke quietly, almost imperceptibly, wields a dou-
ble-edged sword that makes the reader chuckle even 
while exploring the nature of human existence in an 
apparently apathetic universe. 

Clark’s technique culminates in a telling passage at the 
end of the tale when Sam reveals that he actually wrote 
two books, a novel and a memoir.  His novel tells the 
real story of his life.  The memoir, however, is an arson-
ist’s guide in which Sam takes responsibility for the 
crimes he did not commit and confesses as truth what 
everyone else already, albeit incorrectly, believes.  Sam 
chooses to portray truth as fiction and fiction as truth.  
By conflating novel and memoir, fact and fiction, Clarke 
asks whether the stories we tell are ever truly our own 
and whether they are ever fully true or fully fictionalized. 

Sam closes his tale by pleading with his audience:  “If 
you tell the truth, you will start crying and never stop, 
and what good will that do you, or anyone else for that 
matter?  Besides, would anyone want to read a true story 
that made you start crying and never stop? . . . Would 
you read it because it was true, or because it made you 
cry?  Or would it make you cry because you thought it 
was true?  And what would you do, what would you feel, 
who would you blame, if you found out it wasn’t?”  Ulti-
mately, the questions that plague Sam Pulsifer are the 
same ones that Clarke asks of his readers in this delight-
fully pessimistic and witty book. ♦ 

 

 

Katherine Conley (Creative Non-Fiction Dept.) is a junior 
English major from Meadville, Pennsylvania.  After gradua-
tion she plans to study comparative literature in 
graduate school. 
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A Czech History Play: 

Finding Non-Historical Truth  

In Historical Fact 
Joel David Musser 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

he title of Tom Stoppard’s latest play purposely 
misleads you, for it is a fictionalized account of 

contemporary Czech history, which has both nothing 
and everything to do with rock ’n’ roll. The play moves 
naturally from discussions of pop culture to political 
theory, from Prague’s underground music scene to les-
sons in Cambridge on the intricacies of translating Sap-
pho. We should expect no less from the man who wrote 
both the screenplay of Hollywood sensation Shakespeare 
in Love (1998) and the literary masterpiece Rosencrantz 
and Guildenstern are Dead (1966). In Rock ’n’ Roll, Stop-
pard shows how intellectuals and rockers, though gener-
ally opposed, share the same struggle to balance idealism 
and realism. 

Stoppard’s introduction to the play serves as an intro-
duction to the history that he fictionalizes. The action 
takes place in the years between Spring Prague, when 
communist Czechoslovakia decided to embrace intellec-
tual and artistic liberty in Spring of 1968, and the Velvet 
revolution, the peaceful overthrow of communism in 
1989. Soviet occupation following Spring Prague (the 
Soviets had a different view of communism) left intellec-
tuals and rockers in a fix. Should one continue in the 
spirit of Spring Prague by simply ignoring the occupa-
tion, or openly rebel against the Soviets; emigrate or go 
underground?  

The Czech rock band, Plastic People of the Universe, 
just wanted to make music, be it above or underground, 
communist or democratic. But their persistence in play-

ing, regardless of politics, was in fact what made them 
political. Some intellectuals, as much repulsed by their 
long hair and poor vocabulary as the Soviets, saw that 
the music as capturing the experience of occupation. 
When the Soviets began to arrest rock musicians, the 
right to rock music became a cause célèbre for the intellec-
tuals.  

But the cause was not unified, for the intellectuals dif-
fered on how to respond to the Soviet occupation. The 
two poles of the intellectual debate were Václav Havel 
(dramatist and first President of the Czech Republic) 
and the writer Milan Kundera (The Unbearable Lightness 
of Being). Stoppard says in the introduction that you can 
read their letters if you want history: he wants truth with 
a capital T, and so doesn’t mind breaking from histori-
cal fact when necessary. In fact, he encapsulates Havel 
and Kundera within his protagonist Jan by going from 
one to the other when appropriate. 

The intellectual dialectic manifested in Jan becomes 
central to the play’s plot and its success. Rock ’n’ Roll is a 
play after all, as Stoppard reminds us in his introduc-
tion, though I’d say it’s a history play. Stoppard repro-
duces contemporary Czech history, but focuses historical 
fact into non-historical Truth: this book is not about 
communist resistance; it is about the grey areas that eve-
ryone struggles with—those places where love, beliefs, 
and art confront reality. The intersection between ideals 
and reality causes the characters to either make compro-
mises or ignore reality. With his signature wit, Stoppard 
in Rock ’n’ Roll locates the intersections of Truth within 
contemporary Czech history, demonstrating that he has 
gone from imitating Shakespeare’s plays to emulating 
the Bard himself. ♦ 

 

 

Joel David Musser (Junior Editor) is a junior English major at 
Grove City College. His love of philosophy, language, and 
literature all converge into his appreciation of Tom Stoppard’s 
plays. He hopes to see Rock ’n’ Roll on Broadway this spring. 
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Jesus the Revolutionary: 

A Marxist’s Shrewd but Short  

Sketch of Christ 
Mallory Wilhelm 

 
 

 

 
 

ny comment on Terry Eagleton’s presentation of 
the Gospels should begin with an exhortation to 

the evangelical Christian not to toss the book aside with 
a shudder when she first encounters the cover art (a 
shouting, firebrand-swinging Jesus surrounded by red 
and yellow stars that bring to mind the Communist flag) 
or the shocking claim that “Jesus is a sick joke of a Sav-
ior.” Eagleton is not as radical as these unsettling ele-
ments of his work may suggest. His basic argument, ar-
ticulated in a mere thirty pages (the rest of the book con-
sists of the actual text of the Gospels in the New Revised 
Standard Version), is that Jesus saw himself not as the 
divine Son of God or the Messiah, but as a prophet 
called to reveal God’s law as one of love and to proclaim 
the immanent arrival of God’s kingdom to earth. 
Christ’s call to a lifestyle of love, leisure, and liberation 
in view of the coming utopia, along with his refusal to 
challenge the political regime of his time, make him, in 
Eagleton’s Marxist eyes, “both more and less” a revolu-
tionary than a Lenin or a Trotsky.  

Despite his disbelief in the redemptive power of Christ, 
Eagleton gets certain things about Christianity right. He 
observes that all of the labels applied to Jesus fall short 
of fully defining him, and speculates that “Jesus felt in 
some obscure way that he could fulfill the will of his 
Father only through death.” Eagleton’s insights become 
steadily clearer as the essay moves toward several re-
markably insightful conclusions about the very religion 
he disbelieves. One such conclusion—that “Christianity 
is. . . considerably more pessimistic than secular human-
ism, as well as immeasurably more optimistic”—grasps 
twin truths central to the Christian faith: the utter de-

pravity and the ultimate perfectibility of man in heaven.  

Another way in which Eagleton strikes the bedrock of 
theological truth more significantly than he knows is 
through his literary sensibilities. His attention to para-
dox, symbolism, and motifs in his reading of the Gos-
pels brings to the foreground crucial elements of Christi-
anity. Eagleton is particularly enamored of the idea of 
Christ as scapegoat, an idea intertwined with the para-
doxical humbling of the exalted and exaltation of the 
humble. Jesus “has something of the ambiguity of the 
traditional scapegoat, or pharmakos, at once blessed and 
cursed, revered and reviled. The more he is ‘made sin’ 
for our sake, the holier he becomes.” Eagleton is fasci-
nated by “the motif of a close link between the deepest 
suffering and the highest exaltation,” and he expresses 
that motif beautifully: “At the very moment that [Mary] 
is being elevated [to become the mother of God], God is 
humbling himself by taking on human flesh in her 
womb.” In his understanding that much of Christian-
ity’s beauty lies in what he likes to call “bathos”  
(commonplaceness, such as that of the crust of bread or 
cup of water that Jesus exhorts his followers to share), 
Eagleton touches the very essence of the Christian faith.  

As an unbeliever, Eagleton frequently misses the point 
of certain aspects of the Gospels. He describes the disci-
ples’ desertion at Gethsemane as “gravely embarrassing 
for the early church,” and goes on to say that “Jesus’s 
disciples seem not to have been the brightest of charac-
ters, and continually, exasperatingly get him wrong.” 
What Eagleton misses here is that the very grossness of 
the disciples’ flaws makes the abundance of Christ’s 
grace in their lives all the more evident. As for times 
when Eagleton is simply mistaken, or disregards key 
Gospel passages, one instance stands out: Eagleton con-
tradicts both himself and Scripture when he states that 
Jesus “probably saw himself as the eschatological 
prophet foretold by the Old Testament, with a mission 
to Israel alone.” Just a few pages later, Eagleton specu-
lates that Jesus tried to distance himself from the politi-
cal Messianic tradition because it was “a nationalistic 
theme.” But if Christ considered himself sent to Israel 
alone, would he not have embraced what Eagleton calls 
“an exclusively Judaic idea”? Or would he have said, “I 
tell you, many will come from east and west and will eat 
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of 
heaven, while the heirs of the kingdom will be thrown 
into the outer darkness” (Matthew 8:11-12)? Perhaps 
Eagleton’s most troubling flaw is his tendency to make 
completely unsupported claims, such as the assertion 
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that the scene in which the Roman soldier at Calvary 
calls Jesus the Son of God was “staged by the evangelists 
to make the theological point that Jesus' kerygma, or mes-
sage, is meant for the Gentiles as well.” After all, how-
ever, it is impossible to present all four Gospels, with 
adequate support for each argument, in thirty pages. 
This work would function more effectively as a full-
length book than as an essay. The commentary on the 
Scriptures themselves is relegated to a series of endnotes 
by Giles Fraser. Sharp thinker and sensitive reader that 
Eagleton is, he would do better given the space to pro-
vide evidence for his claims and to write his own notes 
on the Gospels of Jesus Christ. ♦  
 

 

Mallory Wilhelm is a senior English and French major. Her 
interest in the intersections among Christianity, literary theory, 
and cultural criticism drew her to Eagleton's book. After 
graduation, Mallory will pursue a doctorate in modernist litera-
ture. 

 

 

 

 

 

From a Famous Author to 
Students of Literature  

Everywhere 
Meagan Samuelsen 

 

I mean this, I really do. 
See, I put it in a poem so it would wind its way 
through the anthologies 
to the mind of the fledgling undergraduate 
and the newly hatched highschool student just learning 
 to chirp absurdities. 

And what I mean is: 
Please do not write  
Scholarly articles 
About me 
About my work 
About my dog. 

Why invade privacy at gunpoint 
and, worse, do it with no manner of style at all? 
If you are literary, go get your own. 
If you are not, 
lead a life of quiet despair and become 
a manager. 

I suppose, like the man who wanted to be buried in a 
 tower, 
I have no way of enforcing my request. 
But after that one insensitive editor Emily has been  
 allowed her dashes –  
e.e.’s every tyranny  
over capitalization and punctuation 
has been scrupulously observed 
(they are in the arena back to back commas quivering 
lions approach e.e. grins and turns his thumb down). 

But these things, I suppose, 
are the food of that hungry culture which feeds on itself: 
the literary world. 
For each irregularity 
a host of hungry graduate students rejoiced in the 
 streets. 
(Still they pick the bones black feathers flutter)  

Every oddity 
Weakness 
Allusion 
Pile of letters 
Overtone 
Secret 
Divorce 
Emotion 
Setting 
Religion 
Births a doctorate. 

Well, do please consider my work infertile in that  
 respect. 
I cannot say I will haunt you 
or that I will even know. 
But, as your friend, 
and yes, I am that, you poor dear hapless chicklet, 

I wish you wouldn’t. 

 

 

Meagan Leigh Samuelsen (Fiction Dept.) is a junior English 
major with Theater and Communication minors. She 
apologizes to all the authors whose work she has ever written 
about, especially if she said something unusually silly. 
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Impassibility: 
The Critics and  

The Consequences 
Jonathan James 

 
he impassibility of God has long been held as an 
unquestioned tenet of the Christian faith.  Over 

most of Christian history, this notion that God neither 
suffers nor has passions (at least, in the way we do) has 
been quietly accepted (or later rejected) with little debate 
or argument.  It is only with the recent introduction of 
open theism that impassibility has been brought to the 
center of attention.  So long has impassibility stood in 
the shadows that even theologians who desire to main-
tain a classical view of God are unsure of what to do 
with it.  However, if we are to successfully maintain an 
orthodox faith rooted in the classical tradition, we must 
not only recover impassibility, but also clothe it once 
again in the royal and majestic garments of our praise, as 
befits a true and most worthy divine attribute. 

Open theism, the new theological movement that de-
nies God’s exhaustive foreknowledge, was born from the 
rejection of impassibility.  Clark Pinnock, one of the 
chief proponents of open theism, claims in his book 
Most Moved Mover, that “Impassibility is undoubtedly 
the Achilles heel of conventional thinking.”1  He uncate-
gorically rejects it, almost with incredulity, saying, “It is 
astonishing, when you think about it, that impassibility 
could have become orthodox belief in the early centu-
ries.”2  He acknowledges that the doctrine was “self-
evident to our ancestors,” but gives little room to refut-
ing it, simply claiming that it is “out of the question 
for us.”3 

It is strange that a doctrine once considered “self-
evident” could become “out of the question” without 
even the politeness of a refutation.  This drastic change 
is evidence of a major shift in cultural values.  Indeed, it 
is a serious flaw in the thinking of open theists that they 
harshly criticize the early church for adopting Greek 
philosophical ideas which, they claim, were “rather un-
suitable for rendering the Christian idea of God”4 while 
giving only the slightest lip service to their own cultural 

prison.  In the midst of praising modern thought’s em-
phasis on “subject and freedom, not abstract being,” 
Pinnock does admit that “this does not mean that we 
should posit an internal relation between the gospel and 
modern thinking, as if modern thought were a miracu-
lously secularized version of biblical thought,”5 yet this is 
very nearly what he does.  Pinnock consistently claims 
that modern thought more closely resembles scriptural 
teaching than classical philosophy does, but he ignores 
the indisputable fact that his view of scriptural teaching 
is filtered through modern interpretive thought.  It is as 
if Pinnock is staring out a stained-glass window and say-
ing, “How fortunate I chose this window. The red of the 
glass is perfect for revealing the red sky and red trees!”  
Something has caused a red shift in our thinking. 

But before we dispense with this time-worn doctrine 
like last year’s fashion, perhaps we should take a mo-
ment to consider the consequences of such a disposal.  
For a time, at least, the consequences of its tacit rejec-
tion in Wesleyan and neo-orthodox theology seemed 
negligible.  But with the advent of open theism, they are 
all too apparent.  A rejection of impassibility results in a 
rejection of immutability, eternality, foreknowledge and, 
ultimately, God’s perfection. 

Open theists are all too willing to admit some of the 
consequences of rejecting impassibility.  The things Pin-
nock calls “the conventional attributes” of 
“atemporality, unchangeability, simplicity, and apathy 
[what Pinnock calls impassibility when feeling particu-
larly passible] . . . rise and fall together.”6  These attrib-
utes are linked together in strict logical fashion by Tho-
mas Aquinas, the great medieval scholastic theologian 
whom open theists are especially eager to reject. 

Pinnock is quite willing to exchange an immutable 
God for one of “changeable faithfulness.”7  This version 
of God is still “necessary and changeless in nature”8 but 
“changes when it comes to associations with the world.”9 
This, Pinnock claims, makes room for the changeability 
necessary for a passible God, while still upholding God’s 
trustworthy nature. 

At first, the view does seem to preserve God’s moral 
faithfulness while allowing him to change in smaller 
ways, for example, in his emotional states or in the con-
tent of his knowledge.  But when the theory is actually 
applied to God’s works, it fails. The small changes in his 
associations with the world do actually constitute a 
change in nature. This is evident from Pinnock’s exam-
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ples.  In creation, Pinnock claims “God experienced 
something new.  He became the creator of this world.”10  
This is, in actuality, a change in nature, God becoming a 
creator.  Furthermore, an addition to God’s experience 
also changes God’s nature.  Our natures are constantly 
affected by our experience, every experience changes 
who we are in some way.  To negate this point, the open 
theists would need to posit some theory arguing that 
God’s experience has no effect upon his nature.  But is 
this not rather similar to the impassibility they so de-
plore?  At the very least, Pinnock creates an artificial 
distinction between experience and nature, one un-
proven and highly suspect. 

Furthermore, this distinction divides God into parts, 
his nature and his experience.  God becomes a compos-
ite, something the open theists do not attempt to deny 
(Pinnock includes simplicity among the attributes that 
“rise and fall together”).  In Chapter 18 of his Summa 
Contra Gentiles, Aquinas demonstrates the consequences 
of affirming God as a composite.  A composite is 
“subsequent to its components,”11 thus, open theists 
must admit that God is a subsequent being, not the pri-
mary.  Furthermore, a composition “needs some com-
poser,”12 thus, open theists must admit some “efficient 
cause” of God.  Perhaps they would call us and our free 
decisions an efficient cause of God’s composition.  It 
seems highly dangerous, given our nature, to consider 
ourselves the efficient cause of God’s composed being.  
Lastly, Aquinas argues that if God is composite, the 
whole of God must be more perfect than the parts, 
therefore the parts of God are less perfect than the 
whole.13  God’s nature, then, is less perfect than God’s 
nature joined with his experience.  This would further 
imply that God, before his experience in creating the 
world, was less perfect than he is now.  And he is less 
perfect now than he will be when he adds further experi-
ence.  Since God is in time, according to open theists, 
and time is infinite, the duration of God’s experience is 
infinite.  Thus, our God today, bereft of this infinite 
experience, is infinitely less perfect than he will be.  The 
God of open theism is an infinitely imperfect God. 

However, these arguments do not phase the open the-
ists, but lead to the rejection of impassibility that, while 
certainly not more horrifying, is perhaps more funda-
mental.  Aquinas demonstrated impassibility in Summa 
Contra Gentiles.  But the open theists do not refute Aqui-
nas, they simply reject him.  They attack not his matter, 
but his method.  They fault not his argument, but the 
fact that he argues.  Pinnock criticizes Aquinas because 

he “derives divine attributes from reason rather than 
revelation” and deduces “what God’s nature must be” 
rather than what it really is.14  And thus Aquinas is dis-
missed.  He is Aristotelian, rather than biblical, and de-
spite how solid his proofs may be, the open theists re-
fuse to accept them.  They repeat not the words but the 
sentiment of Martin Luther when he dismissed Aristotle 
as a “pagan pig.” 

But they do not recognize the consequences of such a 
dismissal.  To toss away Aquinas’ proofs without refut-
ing them, simply because they are “Aristotelian” or 
“Greek,” is to reject not only Aristotelian theology but 
also Aristotelian logic.  The open theists’ refusal to en-
gage Aquinas in the realms of logic or reason signifies 
their rejection of logic and reason.  This is, in the end, 
what sits at the very heart of open theism: a complete 
and total rejection of rationality.  I do not mean to say 
that all arguments by open theists are irrational.  Some 
are quite lucid.  But those arguments are made on a bor-
rowed dime, so to speak, from classical logic.  A consis-
tent open theist cannot make any arguments based 
upon reason, because it was Aquinas’ use of reason that 
served as the cause for dismissing his arguments.  At 
first glance, what appears as merely an attack upon ex-
haustive foreknowledge is also an attack on reason itself. 

And so it becomes clear why impassibility is so impor-
tant an issue to open theists, and why they considered it 
the Achilles heel of classical theism.  The assault upon 
reason is accompanied by the exaltation of passion.  
What could be more exalting to our passions than to 
claim that God shares them?  The entire open theism 
movement is indeed a battle of biblical interpretation, a 
struggle between theologies and a conflict of orthodoxy, 
but at its heart, it is a war to elevate passion over reason.  
At the center of the field is impassibility; if we admit 
that God is, most importantly, a passionate God, the 
battle has been lost already.  The defense of a sovereign, 
immutable, and foreknowing God begins with a defense 
of impassibility. 

Such a defense will only be victorious, I think, if we 
acknowledge the significance of passion and affections 
in human life.  We will not convince only with reason-
able arguments, we must also make impassibility attrac-
tive.  This seems at first a contradiction—why defend 
reason’s supremacy over passion by appealing to emo-
tion?  The answer is that, in humans, emotion must be 
subject to reason.  Likewise, in an argument, the pathos 
must be subject to the logos.  Our logos, given us by 
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Aquinas, is sound and unrefuted.  Our task is to dress it 
in appropriate and fitting pathos. 

Impassibility, we must stress, is not detachment.  God is 
not “an alienating substance, remote and unsympa-
thetic, who exists at humanity’s expense.”15  Rather, it 
has always been a part of classical theism “that in God 
there are delight and joy” as well as love.16  These differ 
from their existence in humans in that they are not 
“passions” but are instead found in God’s will.  This 
does not lessen them, but rather magnifies them.  God’s 
joy, delight, and love are infinitely superior to our own 
because they are not passions, tied to a quivering heart-
beat and rush of adrenaline, but rather dispositions of 
his eternal and unchanging will.  Phillip R. Johnson, in 
his essay “God Without Mood Swings,” notes Jonathan 
Edwards’s distinction between passion and affection to 
great effect.  An affection is “used for all vigorous lively 
actings of the will or inclination,” while a passion “for 
those that are more sudden, and whose effects on the 
animal spirits are more violent, and the mind more 
overpowered, and less in its own command.”17  “Lively 
actings of the will or inclination” are things that classical 
theology easily imputes to God.  Indeed, Aquinas insists 
on such actings as a part of God’s essence.18  Classical 
theism merely rejects the notion that God’s affections 
are ever “less in his own command.” 

Thus we can have full confidence that the affections of 
God are perfect in every way because they are identical 
to actings of his perfect will.  God is not moved by any 
lesser being.  We need not reject his immutability, his 
timelessness, nor his perfection.  We must instead re-
joice in all these things as being identical with his perfec-
tion.  God is gloriously simple, perfectly reasonable yet 
infinitely beyond our reason.  For that, I hope, both 
classical and open theists can join together in giving him 
praise. ♦ 

 

Jonathan James (Scholarly Dept.) is a senior English major 
with a Religion minor at Grove City College, and intends on 
pursuing a doctorate in medieval literature after graduation. 
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Post-Protestantism 

Dr. T. David Gordon 

 

ost culture analysts refer to early third millen-
nium American culture as post-modern (or even 

post-post-modern) because the cluster of cultural beliefs, 
values, and practices that characterized modernity have 
largely disappeared.  One such vanishing belief is confi-
dence in rationality.  In the early Republic, confidence 
in rationality was at an all-time high:  Mr. Jefferson’s 
republic could be the self-governing republic of free indi-
viduals whose liberty was restrained not by oppressive 
government, but by enlightened self-interest tempered 
by reason.  This early republican confidence in reason 
seems naïve now, shattered by Marx, Freud, and various 
forms of social determinism.   

Another factor that should caution our confidence in 
rationality has been described by media ecologists, such 
as Jacques Ellul, Marshall MacLuhan, Walter Ong, and 
Neil Postman.  Each of these individuals has recognized 
that typography itself changed the intellectual landscape.  
It altered not merely what people thought, but more 
importantly, how they thought.  The printing press made 
reading common rather than rare; in manuscript cul-
ture, writing materials themselves were profoundly ex-
pensive, and therefore only a small percentage of a 
population could read or write.  The printing press, 
which appeared at roughly the same time as inexpensive 
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paper, changed all this and made reading a common 
phenomenon.   

Reading itself is a profoundly intellectual discipline, 
one that we take for granted once we have “learned to 
read” (if one ever does).  We spend a number of years in 
our early educational experience learning to translate 
written characters into sound, sound that reminds us of 
language originally learned orally.  But reading does 
other things that stimulate the intellect: reading places 
another individual’s communication before us as a text, 
as a static thing (not a dynamic thing) that we may read 
at our own pace and in our own order.  We may read 
the last chapter of a book first, if we wish, and we may 
pause at any point to place a bookmark between the 
pages, to think about a matter, or to check its veracity by 
other sources.  We may re-read a chapter or sentence, 
testing for its consistency with what was said before.  All 
such activity cultivates the profoundest kind of rational-
ity. 

The typographic era, that time in human history when 
typography was the dominant medium in western cul-
ture, has rightly been called by Neil Postman “The Age 
of Exposition.”  Part of what was done in that era was to 
exposit texts: to interpret them, to argue about them, to 
discuss what an author said and how he said it.  This 
was a natural reflex of the medium itself, which permit-
ted such careful reading and re-reading of texts, as well 
as both private and public discussion of what those texts 
said.   

The rise of images in the late nineteenth century, and 
the rise of various electronic media in the twentieth, 
have trumped typography and removed it from its cen-
tral role in the shaping of culture and of individual con-
sciousness.  As Postman has demonstrated, the lengthy 
attention span developed in a typographic culture, an 
attention span that enabled Abraham Lincoln and 
Stephen Douglas to debate publicly for five to seven 
hours (and to be followed by an attentive public) is now 
passé.  And, as Ellul has demonstrated, the rationality 
that permits and fosters true resistance to propaganda 
disappeared when impressionistic images replaced ra-
tionalistic type. 

Post-modernism (and/or post-post modernism) accepts 
the irrationality of life and learns to make its peace with 
life on other terms.  Individuals and sub-groups may 
discover or manufacture their own “narratives”—
structures that supply meaning and direction—but we 

cannot hope to discover “meta-narratives” that actually 
correspond to reality, and that therefore provide mean-
ing and direction that is universal. 

As religious people, we need to consider our present 
cultural moment in religious terms, and I suggest that 
we think of it as “Post-Protestantism.”  Protestantism, as 
the “religion of the book,” appeared shortly after the 
printing press did, and it was fostered for several centu-
ries by the dominance of the printing press.  An “Age of 
Exposition” is a petri dish for Protestantism, an ideal 
environment to cultivate its values, interests, and percep-
tions.   

In its earliest moments, Protestantism was a via media 
between Roman Catholicism on the one hand, and 
what was called “enthusiasm,” consisting of the radical 
Anabaptists and libertines, on the other.  Catholics con-
tended that God revealed Himself in Holy Scripture and 
in Holy Tradition.  The enthusiasts, and the more radi-
cal among the Anabaptists, contended that God re-
vealed Himself in Holy Scripture and in private revela-
tions to individual believers.  Protestants, against both 
views, contended that God had revealed Himself in 
Scripture alone, in what they called sola scriptura.  Calvin 
distinguished Protestantism from both views when he 
compared the Anabaptists to the Roman Catholics: 

For they (the Anabaptists) consistently maintain this 
principle: that Scripture, taken in its natural sense, 
is but a dead letter and only kills.  Thus they aban-
don it in order to come to the life-giving Spirit… 
Although this sect is certainly different from the 
papists’, inasmuch as it is a hundred times worse 
and more pernicious, nevertheless both of them 
together hold this principle in common:  to change 
Scripture into allegories and to long for a better and 
more perfect wisdom than we find in it.1 

A religion in which God has revealed Himself exclu-
sively in the Holy Scriptures is greatly aided by the pres-
ence of the printing press; thus, Protestantism flour-
ished in the centuries between the invention of the 
printing press and the invention of image-based and 
electronic media at the conclusion of the nineteenth 
century. 

As typography is replaced by other dominant media, 
however, the “religion of the book” will appear not only 
quaint and passé, but also hopelessly difficult.  The Fed-
eralist Papers can no longer be published in newspapers, 
for the typical reader of newspapers is no longer capable 
of reading such reasoned discourse about political the-
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ory spread across 85 installments.  And, it need hardly 
be added, our culture is not producing individuals capa-
ble of authoring the Federalist Papers. (Indeed, in the 
present White House, one sometimes fears there is no 
one capable of writing or reading them.) Similarly, our 
so-called preachers can no longer preach, in the historic 
Protestant sense:  the sensibility of exposition has 
largely, albeit not entirely, disappeared.  Ministers now 
assert from their pulpits what they wish their audience to 
do or believe—they do not argue the matter by careful, 
reasoned exposition of the text.  Therefore we must say 
that Protestantism is culturally passé, not primarily be-
cause its ideas have been jettisoned, but because its 
method has disappeared.  Exposition has been replaced 
by slogans, sound-bites, and personal histories.  There 
are still communions and individuals who consider them-
selves to be Protestant, but there are few who actually 
are. 

Some individuals, reared in allegedly Protestant com-
munions but shaped by culture, will simply leave those 
communions for others more familiar to a post-modern 
consciousness.  Some will remain within their commun-
ions, but the communions themselves will conform to 
the post-modern consciousness and will no longer be 
Protestant in any meaningful sense of the term.2  As an 
illustration, almost all Protestant churches are now Pen-
tecostal; they are not Pentecostal in doctrine (if there 
were such a thing), but they are Pentecostal in style and 
method.  That is, they are informal, spontaneous, suspi-
cious of tradition, impatient of theological reasoning, 
and incapable of exposition.  All the traits that distin-
guished Pentecostals from Protestants thirty years ago 
are now liturgically embraced by Protestants.3  This tran-
sition has not been due to meetings of ecclesiastical 
councils who have rejected their theological tradition in 
favor of another. Rather, the transition has been imper-
ceptibly gradual, and has resulted from the cultural tran-
sition from the Era of Exposition to the Era of Image 
and Sound-Bite. 

For many individuals, contemporary Protestantism is 
neither fish nor fowl (though, on some occasions, it may 
be a tad foul).  While it has learned the spontaneous, 
contemporary vernacular of Pentecostalism, it still re-
tains too much of its past, too many of its traditions, to 
be satisfactory to the thoroughly post-modern individ-
ual.  These “hybrid” worship services that have two or 
three hymns and the same number of praise choruses 
are ultimately doomed to fail.  Those who are impatient 
with the exposition, reason, and tradition that inform 

hymns have little patience with them, and will eventu-
ally wish them to be excluded entirely.  They are as odi-
ous to such a mindset as push-ups are to a couch potato.  
And those few who love exposition, reason, and tradi-
tion find the praise choruses to be insufferable, like 
Aaron Copland being required to listen to a kazoo-
band.  So, Protestantism will probably never be able to 
completely “Pentecostalize” (i.e. “post-modernize”) itself, 
and so it will just wither away and die gradually. 

Many individuals will prefer a “purer” Pentecostalism/
Post-Modernism; they will prefer the churches with no 
historic liturgical forms, no twelfth and sixteenth cen-
tury hymns, and no exposition of texts (however mea-
gre).  Still others, by contrast, will feel awash in the root-
lessness of post-modernism, and will undoubtedly re-
treat to the solace of medieval pre-modernism in Roman 
Catholicism, Orthodoxy, or high Episcopalianism.  
Here they will escape the spontaneity, contemporaneity, 
and self-expression that characterizes their cultural ex-
perience, and will find an alternative thereto.  I, by a 
blissful coincidence of God’s kind providence, will 
probably die about the time Protestantism does—
hopefully before. ♦  

 

 

T. David Gordon is Professor of Religion and Greek at Grove 
City College, where he also teaches Humanities and Media 
Ecology courses.  Previously he taught at Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary after pastoring for nine years at Christ 
Presbyterian Church in Nashua, NH. Gordon has published 
in several scholarly journals and has also contributed to a 
number of books and study Bibles (his notes on John’s gospel 
appear in the New Geneva Study Bible and the  
Reformation Study Bible). 

 
 

   1 Calvin’s Treatises Against the Anabaptists and Against the Libertines, 
ed. Benjamin W. Farley, 222. 

   2 Witness the commonplace PowerPoint images and slides in other-
wise Protestant communions.  Careful, nuanced exposition is 
replaced by images and sound-bites.  The often anti-intellectual 
appeal to emotion that once characterized Pentecostalism is now 
as common in Protestant churches.  Jacques Ellul, one of the more 
articulate opponents of image, argued that images are often em-
ployed by propagandists because they leave an emotional impres-
sion without assuming the burden of making a rational argu-
ment.  Cf. both his Humiliation of the Word, and his Propaganda. 

   3 See the forthcoming The Courage to be Protestant (April 2008, Eerd-
mans) by my former  colleague David F. Wells of Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary. 
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Poem About God 
Dr. Eric Potter 

 
This is my poem about God, 

a difficult subject to address. 

Should I praise in steel-edged rhymes 

like poets of the past and sing 

against the temper of the times, 

engraving plain, “My God, my King,” 

or quietly, in passing, say 

a trace, a faint radiance 

in the grass, evanescence, glimpse, 

perhaps, a cosmic wink? 

 
Should I call God to account 

for history, assign events 

to columns of credit or blame, 

set penalties for negligence, 

and then expose the paradox 

in all he asks of us? 

 
Should I cry some dark night 

of my heaven-handled soul’s wrestling, 

recount my journey through bare mountains, 

the weather cold and the way long, 

tell of my trip to the edge, the blue abyss with its dome 

spinning so dizzily I fell and found myself at home? 

 
Should I blow salvation’s saxophone, 

sobering ecstasies, spiritual DTs, 

or con Christ in my crossword, 

commuter with a decaf conscience? 

 
No matter whose words I choose, 

the subject’s difficult to address. 

Besides, like all my thoughts of God, 

this poem is about me. 
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